
PRE-RIDE GROUP SAFETY BRIEFING 
 
Please can I ask all the riding groups to start to adopt a pre-ride briefing into your rides. We are all 
riding tighter and faster, and slowly morphing from a loose and casual social group, into a formidable 
team on the road.  
 
It will help to promote a framework of safety into the rides, by raising some basic discussion points 
prior to departure. 
 
Here are some of my thoughts to consider. Obviously if a group of riders are all known to each other, 
and trust each other’s wheel, there may be Less to say. However, with new club members joining, 
it’s particularly important with consider these along with the group experience and objectives. 
 

1. Meet and Greet - introduce yourself to new members. 
2. Logistics - timing constraints, coffee stop impact, major hills, waiting strategy, sweeper 

requirements?  
3. Wheel Overlapping: Golden rule, never overlap your front wheel, with the rider in fronts 

back wheel. It’s the number one cause of accidents in the pro-peloton. “Let’s all try out best 
to ensure no overlapping”. 

4. Group riding strategy - discuss AV Best Practice before any planned structured group ride (if 
necessary), affirm.  
4.1 Single Paceline: Stress lead peels off to RIGHT I.e. CLOCKWISE, and re-joins at the BACK. 

LAST rider to call “UP” (short and sweet) 
4.2 2X2: Stress ANTI-CLOCKWISE process (front right moves forward and left) 
4.3 Pulling Up at Junctions: Stress line up 2 by 2, not 4-5 

5. Following the wheel. It’s good to ride a little to the right but still behind the wheel in front, 
to avoid collision in an emergency braking situation. This also gives a little more visibility of 
the road ahead. If outside - No middle roading  

6. Verbal calls: When necessary. “stopping/slowing”, when not expected to be on the brakes. 
“Car up”, if potentially unsighted to rest of group. “hole”, seen late in the riding line, or 
something extraordinary large. “car-Thru” if you have waved it on from the back. There is no 
need to over-call every obstacle all the time. 

7. Hold your line. While in formation, corners and descending. Be predictable.  
8. No sudden braking. Don’t not touch brakes unexpectedly, unless to avoid an accident. 
9. Surging - should always be discouraged, whether it’s flying onto the front at pace from the 

back or accelerating off the front. smooth is king.   
10. Single Out. Be considerate to cars. Generally Narrow roads, roads without middle lines, 

sharp corners, descents. Adopt a pro-active “single out” call to Action, rather than “car 
back”, when the group is 2x2 on roads that don’t lend to safe 1.5M overtaking width. 

11. Hand signals - riders in the front please point out the hazards in advance and plan the route 
smoothly around them. Never point (but call), if there is a risk of losing control of the bike. 
(See images for generally accepted BC hand signals)  

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Stopping: Hand straight up in air. Group is stopping for a junction, puncture or 

because there is an obstruction in the road. 

2. Slowing: Move one hand as if gently patting an invisible dog. Group is slowing down 

or just easing back a bit. 

3. Obstruction (car/pedestrian): Waving/pointing behind back indicates that there is 

an obstruction such as a parked car or pedestrian and that the whole group needs to 

move in the direction indicated to avoid it… 

4. Turning: Left or right 

5. Road Obstruction: point to it - Be sensible with this one and only point out major 

obstacles. 

 
  


